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A molecular mechanism is proposed to explain the anomalous optical reorientation observed in

nematic guest-host systems. According to the model, light-induced reorientation in these systems is due

to the interaction between the excited dye molecules and the nematic host. The model justifies a phe-

nomenological description given earlier. Numerical results, based on the present model, are in agree-

ment with the observed order of magnitude of the effect.

PACS number(s): 61.30.—v

I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of light with nematic liquid crystals at-
tracted considerable attention in the past [1—3]. One of
the problems studied in detail is the orienting action ex-
erted by an optical field in nematic films. The basic
mechanism of the light-induced orientation process in
transparent nematics is the interaction between the elec-
tric field of the light beam and the induced electrical po-
larization of the nematic molecules. Similarly to the case
of static fields, the volume torque I't" exerted by the
electromagnetic field on the nematic molecules is

I"t"=sos,(n E)(nXE),

where I is the director, E denotes the electric field
strength, s, =n, —no. n, and no are the extraordinary
and ordinary refractive indices, respectively.

Recent experiments with nematics disclosed that in the
presence of absorbing dyes another orienting mechanism
exists also, which can be much stronger than the "direct"
mechanism described above. For example, it was found
that doping a nematic host with 1% of 1,8-dihydroxy,
4,5diamino, 2,7 diisopentyl-anthraquinone reduces the
optical Freedericksz threshold by two orders of magni-
tude compared to its value in the pure host [4]. Further
experiments showed that the dyed systems behave in
every aspect as if, due to the dye, the optical torque
would have increased by a huge factor [5]. However, the
relevant material parameters (i.e., the refractive indices)
turned out to be practically unaffected by the doping.

Motivated by the above observations, we proposed that
in guest-host systems the light-induced torque is a super-
position of the direct optical torque [Eq. (1}]and a "dye-
induced" torque, the latter arising from the interaction
between the excited molecules and the nematic host [5,6].
In order to give a consistent description of the experi-
mental facts, it was suggested that the dye-induced
torque has the same form as the time-averaged optical
torque:

I.d~~ =g( I.OP')

or

I d"'=cog((n E)(nXE) with g=s, g .

Here g is a dimensionless new parameter, which —apart
from being proportional to the concentration —depends
only on the structure of the particular dye, dissolved in
the nematic host. According to recent experimental re-
sults, the quantity g/a (a: absorption coefiicient} is of
the order of 0.1 —1 cm; its sign was found to be positive
for some dyes and negative for others [7].

The aim of the present paper is to interpret the effect of
absorption on the optical reorientation, using a molecular
description. The basic assumption is that the anomalous
reorientation of the director results from the interaction
between the excited dye molecules and the host. In Sec.
II we develop a simple mean-field model to determine this
interaction. In the model it is assumed that the strength
of the mean field acting on the dye molecules is different
in the ground state and in the excited state. The orienta-
tional distributions of the ground-state and excited mole-
cules are obtained through two coupled diffusion equa-
tions. The coupling arises from the light-induced transi-
tions from the ground state to the excited state and from
the inverse transitions, caused by spontaneous emissions.

From the model, we determine the angular velocity of
the dye molecules. With no absorbed radiation, the aver-

age angular velocity is zero. On the other hand, in the
presence of absorption, the angular velocity of the dye
molecules does not vanish, not even when the orienta-
tional distributions are in steady state. The internal an-
gular momentum of the system associated with this rota-
tion plays a central role in our considerations. In Sec. III
we point out that when the dye molecules are set to rota-
tion by the internal interactions, the system as a whole
should start to rotate in the opposite sense, because the
total angular momentum cannot change. This condition
allows us to determine the director angular velocity as a
function of the parameters of the model. The dye-
induced torque can be formally defined as an equivalent
external torque which would produce the same director
rotation.

In Sec. IV the limit of small light intensities is dis-
cussed. It is shown that in this limit, the theory justifies
the phenomenological relation given above [Eq. (2)]. In
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Sec. V we demonstrate that, using reasonable numbers
for the relevant parameters, the model reproduces the ex-
perirnentally established order of magnitude of the effect.
Finally, in Sec. VI, some further possible experiments are
proposed which could help to verify the ideas presented
in the paper.

II. THE MODEI.

We investigate rodlike dye molecules, dissolved in a
nematic host. The interaction energy of the dye mole-
cules with the surrounding nematic host is considered in
a mean-field approximation, i.e., it is assumed that it de-

pends only on the orientation of the dye molecules rela-
tive to the nematic director n. In the absence of irradia-
tion, when all dye molecules are in a ground state, the in-
teraction energy of a given molecule with the host materi-
al is Us(s); s is a unit vector parallel to the rod axis of the
dye molecule. Excitation by the optical field transforms a
fraction of the dye molecules into a metastable excited
state with a lifetime of r In th.e excited state, the elec-
tronic structure of the molecule is different from that in
the ground state, hence the interaction energy is changed
from U (s) to U, (s). We do not specify here the form of
the mean-field interaction energies, it is only assumed
that they are compatible with the nematic symmetry, i.e.,
they are invariant to the transformation s~ —s and are
axially symmetric around the director.

In the following, we determine the orientational distri-
bution of the excited- and ground-state dye molecules in
the presence of a linearly polarized light beam. Three
processes are considered: excitation by the optical field,
transitions from the excited state to the ground state, and
rotational diffusion of the dye molecules. For simplicity,
we suppose that no external field acts on the dye mole-
cules, not even the direct optical torque.

We consider dyes of positive dichroism with the transi-
tion dipole moment parallel to the rod axis [8]. The
probability of excitation per unit time for a ground-state
dye molecule with orientation s can be written as

p(s)=A(E')(e s)'.
Here e is a unit vector in the direction of the light polar-
ization; A is a parameter that depends on the molecular
structure of the dye and the wavelength of the exciting
radiation. The time averaging refers to a time interval
long compared to the period of oscillation of the elec-
tromagnetic field, but short compared to the characteris-
tic time of the rotational movement of the molecules.
The number of excitations per unit time, volume, and
solid angle is p(s)fg(s); the corresponding number of
transitions from the excited state to the ground state is

f, (s)I~ Here f dQ, a. nd f,dQ, gives the number of
ground-state and excited molecules, respectively, per unit
volume oriented in an element of solid angle dQ, around
S.

In order to describe the rotational movement of the
dye molecules, we adopt the diffusion model given by
Nordio and Segre [9]. In this model it is supposed that
the rnolecules reorient in the nematic potential through
small angular steps. In the limit of infinitesimal steps, the

rotational diffusion of the rodlike dye molecules can be
described in the same way as translational diffusion in a
continuum [10],with the restriction that the particles can
move only on the surface of a unit sphere. The "veloci-
ty" of the diffusing particles, v, is u Xs, where co denotes
the angular velocity vector of the dye molecules relative
to the nematic host. The ground-state and excited mole-
cules are considered to be separate components of the

system.
Taking into account the transitions between the two

states, the orientational distribution functions, f and f„
are determined by the rate equations

f, . f,
dt

+divJ = pf +—

df,
+divJ, =pf-

Bt

(4)

The rotational diffusion currents, Jg and J„are defined as

f v and f,v„' the subscripts g and e refer to the
ground-state and excited molecules, respectively. The
currents are given by the constitutive equation:

J, = DVf, —DlkT(V—U, )f; (i =g, e) . (5)

The first term on the right-hand side of the above equa-
tion represents the rotational Brownian motion of the
molecules, D is the relevant diffusion coeScient. The
second term describes the drift motion of the molecules
in the mean-field nernatic potential with a mobility of
DlkT. It is assumed that the diffusion constant is the
same in the ground state and the excited state. The V
and div operators denote the angular part of the usual V
and div operators in spherical coordinates. With the help
of Eqs. (3)—(5), f and f, can be calculated for any
specified form of the mean-field potentials, U and U, .

In the absence of excitation, p and thus f, are zero. In
the steady state (Bf, Idt =0), the solution of Eqs. (4) and

(5) is Jg =0, which leads to the usual Boltzmann distribu-
tion:

where Ed denotes the number of dye molecules per unit
volume.

In the presence of excitation, the J,. currents differ

from zero. Furthermore, the total rotational current,
J +J„also has a finite value. In order to demonstrate
this fact, we determine the average angular velocity of
the dye molecules. Assuming that the component paral-
lel to the rod direction is zero (m-s=O), the angular ve-
locity can be given as

With the help of Eqs. (5), (7), and (8), after a short cal-

ro;=(co, Xs)Xs=v, Xs, i =g, e .

The time average of the angular velocity of an individual
dye molecule (cod ) can be obtained through averaging
over the different orientations and electronic states:

a)d = J (f co +f,a), )d Q, .1
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culation one finds

(9)

where I'"' is the volume torque exerted by the dye mole-
cules on the nematic host:

r'"'= —f(M f +M,f, }dQ, . (10}

In the above relation, the quantities Mg and M, denote
the torques acting on a single ground-state or excited dye
molecule, respectively,

M; = —(VU;)Xs, i =g, e .

In the absence of excitation, Sz is zero. In the pres-
ence of absorption, however, the integral on the right-
hand side of Eq. (10) does not vanish. To see this fact
more clearly, we note that unless e is parallel or perpen-
dicular to n, the f; functions are not axially symmetric
around the director. Consider, e.g., the case when the an-
gle included between the polarization direction and the
director is 45' and compare the excitation rates for dye
molecules oriented parallel to the polarization (s~~e) and
for the direction if, obtained through reflection of s in a
line parallel to the director. The angle between the direc-
tor and the rod direction is in both cases 45', yet the tran-
sition rate has a maximum for the dye molecules aligned
along s, while it is zero for those aligned along I' (since
ale). As a consequence of the difference in the excitation
rates, the distribution functions belonging to the two
directions differ too. On the other hand, the M; torques
are antiparallel for s and f Becaus. e of the difference in

f;(s) and f;(if), the products M, f; in the two directions
do not cancel each other and the integral has a finite
value.

In general, the f; functions can be decomposed to a
symmetric and antisymmetric part with respect to the
s~m' transformation; only the antisymmetric part con-
tributes to the torque I '"'.

From the above consideration, it follows that under
light illumination I""' is finite, hence the average angular
velocity of the dye rnolecules does not vanish [see Eq. (9)].
This fact is a key feature of our model.

The finite value of Sd implies that the dye molecules
are rotating relative to the director. This rather unusual
situation is a result of the processes on which our model
is based. A crucial point is that the dye molecules exhibit
two distinct electronic states and transitions occur be-
tween these states. In a "one-component" system, i.e.,
without transitions, a molecular field could not induce a
continuous rotation. The orientationally selective excita-
tion of the dye molecules (dichroism) and the change of
the interaction energy upon excitation are also essential
to have this effect. Finally, thermal fluctuations, i.e., the
rotational diffusion of the molecules, also play an impor-
tant role. Without thermal diffusion, the dye molecules
would be perfectly aligned along the director, both in ex-
cited and in the ground state, thus internal rotation
would not take place.

We call attention to the following aspects of the
phenomenon.

(a) The internal rotation described above refers to indi-
vidual dye molecules; it does not imply that the orienta-
tional distribution functions, characterizing the dye sys-
tem, would also rotate relative to the director. Bd usual-

ly differs from zero even when the orientational distribu-
tions have reached a steady state. It should be em-
phasized that steady state and internal rotation are com-
patible with each other. In steady state, the number of
dye molecules entering a given element of solid angle is
equal to the number of dye molecules departing from this
element during the same time. The nonvanishing average
angular velocity means that slightly more dye molecules
enter and depart from this element through (say) a clock-
wise rotation than through an anticlockwise rotation;
nevertheless the number of molecules entering and leav-

ing can be equal.
(b) The orientational distributions and ms were deter-

mined with respect to a frame attached to the director. If
the director rotates relative to the laboratory frame, the
dye distribution functions follow the rotation. (This is a
well-known effect for guest-host systems and provides the
basis of a color display technique. ) The average angular
velocity of the dye molecules relative to the laboratory
frame in this case is Sd+m„, where ro„=nXn is the
director angular velocity.

III. DETERMINATION
OF THE ABSORPTION-INDUCED ROTATION

OF THE DIRECTOR

A simple way to determine the rotation of the director
during excitation would be to consider the field created
by the dye molecules as an external one and identify I""'
with the "dye-induced" torque. Such an assumption is,
however, not valid, because the motion of the dye mole-
cules is not independent from the director rotation.

In order to determine the director motion under the
infiuence of radiation, we exploit the fact that —as
demonstrated in the preceding section —in the presence
of absorption the average angular velocity of the dye mol-
ecules does not vanish.

Consider a certain volume of a uniformly oriented
nematic sample, illuminated by an optical field. We sup-
pose that initially there is no absorption and the normal
optical torque is compensated by, say, a static magnetic
field. Under such circumstances the director stays in a
steady position. At a certain moment, let us "switch on"
absorption, without destroying the balance between the
direct optical torque and the magnetic torque. (This
could be realized experimentally by shifting abruptly the
wavelength of the light from a transparent part of the
spectrum to the absorption band of the dye. } According
to our considerations, the dye molecules will start to ro-
tate relative to the director with an angular velocity of
B&. Thus the dye gains a certain quantity of angular
momentum. However, the rotation of the dye molecules
is a result of internal interactions within the guest-host
system, thus the total angular momentum of the system
should remain zero. This requirement is fulfilled if,
simultaneously with the dye, the director starts to rotate
in the opposite sense than the dye.
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The angular velocity of the director can be determined
from the conservation law of angular momentum:

Nd Jd (~d +~ ebs )+Nn Jn ~ebs

Here Jd and J„denote the moment of inertia of a dye
molecule and of a nematic molecule, respectively, with
reference to an axis perpendicular to their long axes. N„
and co,&, are the number of nematic molecules per unit
volume and the absorption-induced angular velocity of
the director, respectively. Hence

Ed Jd Jd

N„J„+NdJd kTN„J„+Nd /N„Jd

(13)

One may draw an analogy between the dye-induced re-
orientation process described above and the situation in
the Einstein —de Haas experiment [11]. In the latter, a
magnetic field generates a nonvanishing internal angular
momentum (spin) in a suspended iron rod. At the same
time, the iron lattice gains an equal amount of angular
momentum of opposite sign, which can be detected as a
torsional displacement of the system. The external mag-
netic torque, M XH, is zero during the process.

In our case, the internal angular momentum is created
by the optical Geld and is attached to the dye rnolecules,
rotating relative to the director. The role of the iron ma-
trix is played by the host material. There are, of course,
important differences between the two cases. For exam-
ple, in the magnetic rod a constant internal angular
momentum can exist without continuous energy input.
On the contrary, the rotation of the dye in the nematic is
a dissipative process, which can only be preserved if there
is a permanent transfer of energy from the optical field to
the system. Furthermore, in the nematic we assume a
pure rotation of the director, without translation, in con-
trast with the rigid body rotation of the lattice in the
Einstein-de Haas experiment. In Appendix A we de-
scribe a possible experiment which could prove the valid-

ity of this latter supposition.
If external fields or elastic deformations are also

present, we can assume that the director motion generat-
ed by the external and elastic torques is linearly super-
posed on the absorption-induced rotation of the director.
Hence, according to the laws of nemato-hydrodynamics
[12] (assuming no flow), the equation of motion for the
director can be written as

D Jd
' kTN„J„+N /N„J

If the dye and host molecules are not very different, we

expect the factor p to be of the order of unity. For small
concentrations (Nd /N„« 1) and for Jd =J„,
p =y, D/kTN„. The factor kTN„/D is of the same order
of magnitude as the rotational viscosity: e.g., with
D =2 X 10 1/sec [14],N„=2.5 X 10 ' cm [correspond-
ing to 4-cyano-4'-pentyl-biphenyl (5CB)], and at T =300
K, kTN„/D =0.5 P, while a typical value of y, is 1 P.
For p= 1, the internal and the dye-induced torques are
equal. In this special case, the dye-induced torque is

equal to the internal torque produced by the dye mole-
cules. In the following, for simplicity, we confine the dis-
cussion to this case.

In the limit of low intensities, f, and the function

fl, =fo fg (dis—tribution of "holes" ) can be expanded in

power series of (E ), i.e., the intensity. Retaining only
the linear terms, the rate equations [Eq. (4)] can be ap-
proxirnated as

with

Bf, f,
+divJ, =pfo — (i =h, e),

Bt
(18)

Jq = DVfq —D/kT(V Us—)fg .

We use a coordinate system, in which the director is
along the z axis and the polarization is in the x,z plane.
The functions f„and f, can be written in the form

A(E'& .
f, =f, + sinO costpY; (8)fo (i =h, e), (19)

where 0 and q are the polar and azimuthal angles, respec-
tively, 8 is the angle between e and n. fs is the sym-

metric part of f;, which, as explained above, does not
contribute to the dye-induced torque. The Y; functions
obey the differential equations

IV. LIMIT OF LOW INTENSITIES

In the absence of illumination, no excited dye molecule
is present, therefore f, =0 and the distribution function
of the ground-state molecules, f, is equal to the unper-
turbed distribution function, fo:

)
—I ext+ I clast (14)

I exi+ pelast+ redye"r'i~n (15)

where y &
is the rotational viscosity of the nematic.

Equation (14) can be formally written also in the form

1 BY~

D Bt

BY;

D Bt

B Y~ BY~ Y,+ A ( + Ao Fl,
— = sin20,

Bg' 'Be ' " Dr
(20)

BY, BY,
+B, + Bo— Y, = sin28 .

where the "dye-induced" torque I "' is defined as

(16)

(It should be noted, however, that regarding angular
momentum transfer, I "' cannot be considered as an
external torque; see Appendix A. )

From Eqs. (13) and (16) one finds

The A and B functions are

B(M, —M, )/Be
kT

cotO+Mg /kT A o 1 / sin 0

M —M,
B]=A)+

M —M,
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where M = —BU /88 and M, = —BU, /88 denote the
magnitude of the molecular torques.

The dye-induced optical torque has a y component
only which can be expressed as

1 . A(E )I ~"'= ——sin28 7T
2 D

0.3

0.1

0.0

Y,
Ye

X —
Mg Yz+M, Y, sin 0 8 8.

0

One can write also

I' y'=sop(E )(n e)(nXe),

with

(21) —0.1—

—0.3
0

u /kT=

U, U =1.5
D~&& ]

I

45 90
8 (degrees)

I

135 i80

y—tf—( —M Yl, +M, Y, ) sin8f o(8)d 81 A
FIG. 1. Anexampleofthe Y; functions.

or

I dye
y)t( I'oPt ) (22)

V. ESTIMATION OF THE g COEIiÃlCIENT

In order to estimate the magnitude of g, we use the
Maier-Saupe form of the mean-field potentials [13],
namely, we assume that

Ug(s)=C —ug(n s), U, (s)=C' —u, (n s) (23)

The magnitude of C and C' is irrelevant in the present
context. Regarding the u; parameters, we suppose that
these quantities are of the same order of magnitude as the
nematic potential for the host molecules, i.e., they are a
few times larger than the thermal energy, kT. For u,
this assumption is supported by the fact that the orienta-
tional order parameter of the ground-state dye molecules
is usually comparable to that of the nematic molecules.
Although there is no direct experimental information on
u„ it seems reasonable to assume that it is of the same or-
der of magnitude as u~.

The parameter A can be expressed with the help of the
(linear) absorption coefficients of the guest-host system.
Taking into account that the absorbed electromagnetic
energy is equal to the number of excitations, multiplied
by the photon energy, we can write

aI =h v fp (s)fod Q, =h vA (E )f (e.s ) fod Q, , (24)

where I is the light intensity and a is the absorption
coefficient belonging to the polarization direction e. Tak-
ing into account that I=ncco(E ) and applying the

By comparison with Eq. (2), it can be seen that for low in-
tensities the model justifies the phenomenological rela-
tion, proposed for the dye-induced torque on the basis of
experimental evidence. The above considerations were
carried out for a linearly polarized light beam; in Appen-
dix B we prove that Eq. (10) holds for elliptically polar-
ized optical fields too.

For high intensities, the model predicts a breakdown of
the linear relation between I' "' and (I" '). The break-
down is connected to the saturation of the dye absorption
at high excitation rates; it could be observed probably in
reorientation experiments with nanosecond pulses.

above relation for the cases el.n (ordinary ray,
a=a~~, n =n, ) and e~~n (extraordinary ray a=a~, n =n, )

leads to the relation

3cnocT
A=op

hv
with a=(2aj+n, /n, al)/3 .

From the above result, g can be written in the form

3cnoa kT'=
2D h.'

with

(25)

0.0 0.0

E

——0.5 ~
—0.2

— —i0

0.0
DT

FIG. 2. g and g/a as a function of the lifetime of the excited
state. The numbers at the curves indicate the value of u, /ug.

—
Mg YI, +M, Y, sin e

0

Numerical calculations were carried out for steady
state (t)f;/dt =0). In Fig. 1, the Y; functions are plotted
for a particular set of the mean-field parameters. In Figs.
2 and 3, results for the g coefflcient are shown. The
difFerent curves represent difFerent values of u, /u . As
the figures show, for u, =us the eff'ect vanishes; g (and
therefore g) is positive for u, &u and negative for
u, (u . In Fig. 2, the dependence of g on the lifetime of
the excited state is demonstrated. For short lifetimes, the
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0. 1
0.5

0.0 0.0

—1.0

FIG. 3. g and g/a as a function of the ground-state mean-
field potential. The numbers at the curves indicate the value of
Qe /Qg.

structure, therefore it gives no direct explanation of the
differences found in the magnitude and sign of the g pa-
rameter for various dyes [7]. According to our considera-
tions, g depends on the structure through the mean-field

potentials, u and u, . An independent determination of
u and u, and a comparison with g for different dyes
would allow us to check the basic ideas of the present
theory. We note that u is related to the order parameter
of the ground-state dye molecules and thus it can be easi-
ly determined. On the other hand, the experimental
determination of u, would require the measurement of
the order parameter of the excited dye molecules. To our
knowledge, such measurements have not been carried
out.

Finally, it should be noted that our discussion refers to
bulk reorientation processes and it has no direct connec-
tion with the recently reported light-induced surface-
alignment phenomenon [15].

rotational diffusion of the excited molecules can be
neglected and the dye-induced torque is proportional to
~. In the opposite limit, Dr »1, g becomes independent
from the lifetime. In Fig. 3, g is shown as a function of
the ground-state potential u, in the long-lifetime limit.

On the right-hand scales, the g/a values correspond to
h v = l.96 eV (photon energy of the He-Ne laser),
kT=0.025 eV, and to a typical value of the rotational
diffusion coefficient D =2X10 1/sec [14]. With these
values of the parameters, g/a is of the order of 1 cm,
which is compatible with the experimentally observed
values [7].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

According to the model presented in this paper, the
anomalous optical reorientation in dyed nematic liquid
crystals is due to the internal interaction between the ex-
cited dye molecules and the nematic host. We showed
that as a result of this interaction, the dye molecules car-
ry an internal angular momentum. The rotation of the
director can be deduced from the law of angular momen-
tum conservation. Regarding macroscopic motions, the
absorption-induced rotation is equivalent to the presence
of an external torque, I "'. Using a mean-field descrip-
tion, we justNed the empirical relation, according to
which the dye-induced torque is proportional to the
direct optical torque. Numerical calculations reproduced
the experimentally established order of magnitude of the
effect.

The average angular velocity of the dye molecules can
be established, for usual experimental circumstances, in a
simple way. From Eq. (13) it follows that for J„=Jz and
sma11 concentrations co& = —~,~, /c&, where c& is the dye
concentration. A typical reorientation time of the direc-
tor is a few seconds, thus ~ru, i„~ is of the order of 1 sec
Hence with c&=10 one finds ~re&~=10 sec '. This is
a very slow motion on a molecular scale; nevertheless, as
demonstrated in the paper, this small perturbation is
sufticient to have a strong effect on macroscopic phenom-
ena.

The model does not include any detail of the molecular
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APPENDIX A

Consider a certain volume of a transparent nematic,
exposed to external torques. Appropriate boundary con-
ditions are supposed, which prevent How. Under such
circumstances, the molecules constantly gain angular
momentum from the external sources and transmit it,
through collisions, to the surrounding part of the sample.
The angular momentum dissipated from the external
fields is 6nally transmitted to the boundaries of the sam-

ple and creates a torque on the walls of the cell.
The situation is different when the reorientation of the

director is caused by the internal field of the dye mole-
cules. As there is no angular momentum input to the
volume, there cannot be any net transmitted angular
momentum to the surrounding. Consequently, no torque
should be observed on the walls.

The validity of this statement could be verified experi-
mentally, for example, in the following way. In homeo-
tropic layers, under the infiuence of circularly polarized
radiation, undamped rotation of the director around the
layer normal occurs [16]. In transparent nematics, the
angular momentum dissipated by the nematic during the
rotation is supplied by the light beam and it should corre-
spond to an appropriate torque on the walls. In the pres-
ence of absorption, with otherwise unchanged conditions,
the speed of the director rotation increases significantly
[4]. However, according to our previous considerations,
the torque on the walls should not change (i.e., should
correspond to the direct part of the optical torque), be-
cause the dye-induced part of the rotation does not in-
volve angular momentum transfer.

It may also be of interest to consider the angular
momentum ba1ance in static configuration of the direc-
tor. In the presence of illumination, a static state can be
regarded as the superposition of a dye-induced rotation
of the director and a compensating rotation in the oppo-
site sense, generated by an appropriate external torque.
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The former rotation is not, the latter one is accompanied
by angular momentum dissipation. Thus there should be
a net angular momentum transfer to the walls (and a cor-
responding torque on them) even in an undeformed static
director con6guration. On a molecular level, the source
of this torque is the internal angular momentum of the
dye molecules, which is continuously transferred by col-
lisions to the host molecules and from them to the boun-
daries of the cell.

APPENDIX B

The model can be extended to the case of an elliptically
polarized optical field in the following way. Let e, and e2
denote the unit vectors along the principal directions of
the polarization ellipsoid of the light wave. The probabil-
ity of excitation can be written as

where Et is the component of the electric field along et.
In the linear approximation, valid for low intensities, the
dye-induced torque is the linear superposition of the con-
tributions from the p, and p2 terms. Hence

I "'=Bog y (E/ )(e/. n)(e/Xn) .
I=1,2

(Bl)

(r'~')=cue, y (Et2)(et n)(etXn).
I =1,2

(B2)

On the other hand, the direct optical torque can be
written as

I =ape ( I Eiei+E&e&) n)(Eiei+E&ez) Xn

The time average of the terms containing the product
E,E2 vanishes, because the phase shift between E, and

E2 iso/2. Hence

p(s)=pi(s)+pz(s)

with pt(s)=A(EP(et s) (l =1,2),

Comparing (B1) and (B2) shows that the relation
r's'=q(I "') (q=g/e, ) is valid for elliptically polar-
ized light waves too.
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